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Field of Vision New pisodic Nonfiction

:

,

Documentaries come in all shapes and sizes and tones compressed and expansive eclectic portraits and

,

.

vérité canvases ojective examinations and works of passionate advocac The 53rd New York Film

’

Festival s potlight on Documentar represents the entire spectrum of nonfiction cinema

.

“Taken together, the 12 selections in this ear’s potlight on Documentar represent the range and depth of
nonfiction in our midst,” said NYFF Director Kent Jones. “I love seeing Pam Yates and Michael Camerini and
hari Roertson side  side with Fred Wiseman, now 85 and doing some of his greatest work, and Aas
Fahdel, whose film provides us with a precious glimpse of everda life in Iraq right efore and after we
invaded. I love seeing New York movies as vastl different as Fred’s In Jackson Heights, Jaco ernstein’s
film aout his mom Nora phron, James olomon’s devastating movie aout Kitt Genovese, and
Troulemakers: The tor of Land Art, kind of a New-Yorkers-go-West movie, grouped together. Or Pam
and her suject, Haskell Wexler, crossing paths with Carmen Castillo, looking at the ver nature of political
commitment and change—and then ou have Laura Poitras looking at the same question from a vastl
different angle. Or Joaquim Pinto’s eautifull crafted meditation and two eautifull crafted portraits  tig
jörkman and Walter alles… there’s such readth of vision in these films.”
,

,

The potlight on Documentar section will launch on unda eptemer 27 with a program highlighting

,

-

,

,

episodic short form nonfiction which will include a preview of new work  Laura Poitras who follows up

-

(

)

her Oscar winning CITIZNFOUR which had its World Premiere at NYFF last ear with the series Aslum

,

,

an intimate look at one of the most revolutionar and controversial thinkers of the digital age unfolding in

.

-

-

,

. .

episodes A ehind the scenes drama Aslum follows Julian Assange as he pulishes classified U  tate
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.

Department cales and eventuall seeks political aslum inside the cuadorian emass in London The

,

,

-

evening will include a preview of episodes from the series as well as the premiere of new multi part work

,

.

from other acclaimed filmmakers which will e announced at a later date

In Jackson Heights

’
:
,
ergman, and Jia Zhangke. verthing Is Cop director Jaco ernstein delivers a virant portrait of his
mother Nora phron, through her own words and the memories of her sisters, colleagues, former spouses,
friends, and scenes from her movies. tig jörkman’s focus in Ingrid ergman in Her Own Words is not on
ergman the star ut on ergman the woman and mother, using excerpts from her letters and diaries
(extracts of which are read  Alicia Vikander); memories shared from her children (Pia Lindström and
Isaella, Ingrid, and Roerto Rossellini); and clips from uper-8 and 16mm home movies shot  ergman
herself. Jia Zhangke, A Gu from Fenang is the latest film from razilian director Walter alles, who
accompanies the director (whose latest, Mountains Ma Depart, is screening in this ear’s NYFF Main late)
on a visit to his hometown and other locations he has returned to in his vast od of work.
This ear s lineup also includes three films centered on iconic figures within the arts Nora phron Ingrid

,

,

NYFF welcomes ack director Frederick Wiseman with his 40th feature documentar In Jackson Heights

’

which centers around one of New York Cit s liveliest and most culturall diverse neighorhoods caught in

“development,” like so man other neighorhoods in the cit and around the
countr. Joaquim Pinto returns to the festival, following his 2013 film What Now? Remind Me (NYFF51), with
Fish Tail, co-directed with his husand Nuno Leonel, set in the Azorean island of Rao de Peixe, where
small-scale fishermen introduce the filmmakers to the rhthms of their laor-intensive routines—artisanal
traditions that face extinction in the gloal econom.
the crunch of economic

.

,

Politics pla a role in several of the selections in the lineup Michael Camerini and hari Roertson who

,

premiered a series of immigration films How Democrac Works at NYFF51 return with their final film on the

,

.

suject Immigration attle The duo have continued to chronicle the struggle for American immigration

,

reform over the past 16 ears crossing the countr numerous times to film politicians and activists on oth

.

sides of the issue The North American Premiere of We Are Alive from Chilean filmmaker Carmen Castillo

(her Calle anta Fe was a selection of the 2007 NYFF) is a documentar essa asking the questions: What
comprises political engagement in 2015? Is it still possile to influence the course of events in this world?
he structures her film in dialogue with the writings of her late friend Daniel ensaïd, organizer of the Paris
student revolts in Ma ’68 and France’s leading Trotskite philosopher.

,

Jia Zhangke A Gu from Fenang
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,

.

General Pulic tickets for the 53rd New York Film Festival go on sale unda eptemer 13 Tickets for the

,

53rd New York Film Festival will go on sale to Film ociet patrons at the end of August ahead of the

. Click here (http://filmlinc.org/patrons) to learn more aout the patron program.

General Pulic

ecoming a Film ociet Memer offers the exclusive memer ticket discount to the New York Film Festival

-

.

and Film ociet programming ear round plus other great enefits Current memers at the Film uff Level
or aove enjo earl ticket access to NYFF screenings and events ahead of the general pulic

(

://filmlinc.com/memership)

here http

. Click

.

to learn more

,

For even more access VIP Passes and uscription Packages give uers one of the earliest opportunities

’

,

to purchase tickets and secure seats at some of the festival s iggest events including Opening

,

.

Centerpiece and Closing Nights VIP passes also provide access to man exciting events including the

-

, “ An vening With…” Dinner, Filmmaker runch, and VIP Lounge.
enefits var ased on the pass or package tpe purchased. A limited numer of VIP Passes and
uscription Packages are still availale. For information aout purchasing uscription Packages and VIP
Passes, click here (http://www.filmlinc.org/nff2015/passes-and-packages/).
invitation onl Opening Night part

Ingrid ergman in Her Own Words

:

potlight on Documentar Lineup

verthing Is Cop

, 2015, UA, DCP, 89m
Jaco ernstein’s extremel entertaining film is a triute to his mother Nora phron: Hollwood-raised
Jaco ernstein

daughter of screenwriters who grew up to e an ace reporter turned piercingl funn essaist turned

/

/

/

.

;

novelist screenwriter plawright director phron comes virantl alive onscreen via her words the

,

,

,

;

;

,

memories of her sisters colleagues former spouses and man friends scenes from her movies and aove

,

.

all her own inimitale presence Watch an given moment of phron eing her sparkling ut causticall

(
,
—“You have a soft spot for Julie Nixon,
don’t ou. ee, I don’t…”) and ou find it hard to elieve that she’s een gone from our midst for three ears.
verthing Is Cop (phron’s motto, inherited from her mother) is a lovingl drawn ut frank portrait and,
incidentall, a vivid snapshot of an earlier, livelier, itchier, and funnier moment in New York culture. An
HO Documentar Films release. World Premiere
witt self for instance this response to a scolding talk show host

:

Field of Vision New pisodic Nonfiction

,

/
, 2015, HDCAM
A selection of short-form episodic works, including installments of Aslum, in which Laura Poitras (whose
CITIZNFOUR had its world premiere at last ear’s NYFF) shadows WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange as he
pulishes classified diplomatic cales and seeks aslum in London’s cuadorian emass. World Premiere
Laura Poitras UA German

/ Rao de Peixe
Joaquim Pinto & Nuno Leonel, Portugal, 2015, DCP, 103m
Fish Tail

Portuguese with nglish sutitles

? Remind Me (NYFF51), Joaquim Pinto turned a first-person diar aout
.
, with his husand Nuno Leonel, pulls off a similar alancing act etween intimac and expansiveness. The
setting is the Azorean island of Rao de Peixe, where small-scale fishermen introduce the filmmakers to the
rhthms of their laor-intensive routines, artisanal traditions that face extinction in the gloal econom.
Initiall roadcast on Portuguese television in an areviated version, this new director’s cut is a tender
portrait of a communit that, through Pinto’s associative narration, frequentl extends into more personal
and philosophical realms, contemplating such topics as the value of manual work and the meaning of
freedom. Fish Tail is as lovel as it is quietl profound, a film that at once acknowledges and transcends
cinema’s long romance with maritime ethnograph. North American Premiere
In his 2013 masterpiece What Now

-

chronic illness into an all encompassing meditation on what it means to e alive His latest film co directed
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Fish Tail

Homeland

:
:

(Iraq Year Zero)

Part 1 efore the Fall
Part 2 After the attle

,

/

, 2015, DCP, 160m/174m

Aas Fahdel Iraq France

Araic with nglish sutitles

—aout a ear efore the U.. invasion in 2003—Iraqi filmmaker Aas Fahdel traveled
home from France to capture everda life as his countr prepared for war. He zeroed in on famil and
friends as the went aout their usiness, with much of the action seen through the ees of the director’s
12-ear-old nephew, Haider. When Fahdel returned in 2003, two weeks after the invasion, dail activities
like going to school or shopping at the market had ecome nearl impossile; man areas of aghdad had
een closed off to ordinar citizens, et everone pressed on. The oung Haider represents, in various
was, the voice of his people: “The are occupiers and we can’t oppose them. Our countr has ecome like
Palestine,” he tells a neighor. Fahdel’s epic et intimate film paints a compelling portrait of people simpl
tring to exist in the midst of constant turmoil, and descries the fine line etween life and death that
civilians in a war zone must walk from da to da. North American Premiere
In Feruar 2002

Immigration attle
Michael Camerini

& hari Roertson, UA, 2015, DCP, 111m

Michael Camerini and hari Roertson have een chronicling the protracted struggle for American

,

immigration reform over the past 16 ears crossing the countr numerous times to film politicians and

.

- -

-

activists on oth sides of this great and divisive issue The gained unprecedented fl on the wall access to

,

the ke plaers in Washington as the rode the momentum toward the passage of a ipartisan ill onl to

,

.

see it shot down which meant that the had to egin pushing the oulder ack up the hill all over again

,

’

,

Two ears ago NYFF51 screened Camerini and Roertson s series of immigration films How Democrac

,

,

.

Works and now we present Immigration attle their final film on the suject The ke plaer this time is

,

. .

,

Democrat Luis Gutiérrez the charismatic U  Representative for the 4th congressional district of Illinois

—past an ostructionist majorit plaing to an antiimmigrant ase and a President who has just een dued the “Deporter-in-Chief”  the pro-reform
communit—while keeping his ees firml fixed on the prize. World Premiere
who negotiates his wa through this political minefield

Ingrid ergman in Her Own Words

, weden, 2015, DCP, 114m

tig jörkman

wedish with nglish sutitles

’

,
), the memories of her

This is a lovingl crafted film aout one of the cinema s most luminous and enchanting presences

(

composed from her letters and diaries extracts of which are read  Alicia Vikander

(

,

,

), and a few close friends and colleagues

children Pia Lindström and Isaella Ingrid and Roerto Rossellini

(including Liv Ullmann and igourne Weaver), photographs, and moments from thousands of feet of uper8 and 16mm footage shot  ergman herself throughout the ears. tig jörkman’s focus is not on
ergman the star ut on ergman the woman and mother: orphaned at 13, drawn to acting on the stage and
then on film, sailing for Hollwood at 24 and then leaving it all ehind for a new and different life with
Roerto Rossellini. Ingrid ergman in Her Own Words is, finall, a self-portrait of a trul independent
woman. A Rialto Pictures release.
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(

)

Homeland Iraq Year Zero

In Jackson Heights

, UA, 2015, DCP, 190m

Frederick Wiseman

’

,

,

’

Fred Wiseman s 40th feature documentar is aout Jackson Heights Queens one of New York Cit s

,

liveliest and most culturall diverse neighorhoods a thriving and endlessl changing crossroad of stles

,

,

—like vast portions of our cit—caught in the gears of economic
“development.” Wiseman’s master is as total as it is transparent: his film moves without apparent effort

,

cuisines and languages and now

from an LGT support meeting to a musical street performance to a gathering of Holocaust survivors to a

-

hilarious training class for aspiring taxi drivers to an ace eerow removal specialist at work to the annual
Ga Pride parade to a meeting of local usinessmen in a eaut parlor to discuss the oncoming economic

-

threat to open air merchants selling their wares to a meeting of undocumented individuals facing

.

,

,

deportation Wiseman catches the textures of New York life in 2015 the music of our speech and a vast

,

.

.

,

emotionall complex dnamic tapestr is woven efore our ees A Zipporah Films release

,

Jia Zhangke A Gu from Fenang

,

/

, 2014, DCP, 99m

Walter alles razil France

Mandarin with nglish sutitles

(

,

razilian filmmaker Walter alles accompanies the prolific Chinese director Jia Zhangke whose latest

,

’

)

,

Mountains Ma Depart is screening in this ear s Main late on a walk down memor lane as he revisits

.

,

’

his hometown and other locations used in creating his vast od of work At each location the visit Jia s

,

,

,

’

famil friends and former colleagues and their conversations range from his mother s tales of him as a
oung o to amusing rememrances of school das and film shoots to memories of his father and the fact

,

’

.

that if not for pirated DVDs much of Jia s work would go unseen in China All the roads traveled are part of

—the destination of which is Jia’s relationship to his past and to his countr. And the confluence
,
,
’
,
portrait of the artist on his wa to the future. North American Premiere
one journe

of stortelling intellect and politics informing all of Jia s work is rought to light in this lovel intimate

Reel Citizen

, UA, 2015, DCP, 75m
Pamela Yates’s new film grew out of her friendship with master cinematographer and fellow activist Haskell
Wexler, who’s still going strong at 93. Wexler asked Yates to represent him at a retrospective of his
documentar work at this ear’s Cinéma du Réel festival in Paris, and she responded  making a film
portrait of her mentor and longtime collaorator. Wexler—in an interview with Yates shot  Travis
Wilkerson, another comrade-in-arms—speaks with warmth, lucidit, and asolute certitude aout his leftwing political eliefs, his craft, and his aesthetics, which are fundamentall one in the same. Reel Citizen
takes us on a revelator tour of Wexler’s work, and it includes clips from his earl documentar The us,
shot aoard a us on its wa across the countr to the 1963 March on Washington, as well as Medium Cool
and Underground, his film aout the Weatherman co-directed with mile de Antonio and Mar Lampson. A
klight Pictures release. World Premiere
Pamela Yates
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Immigration attle

:

Troulemakers The tor of Land Art

, UA, 2015, DCP, 72m

James Crump

–ased Land (aka arth) artists of the 1960s and 70s, who
walked awa from the reproducile and the commodifiale, migrated to the American outhwest, worked
with earth and light and seemingl limitless space, and rethought the question of scale and the relationships
etween artist, landscape, and viewer. Director James Crump (lack White + Gra) has meticulousl
constructed Troulemakers from interviews (with Germano Celant, Virginia Dwan, and others), photos and
footage of Walter De Maria, Michael Heizer, Roert mithson, Nanc Holt, and Charles Ross at work on their
astonishing creations: Heizer’s Doule Negative, a 1,500-feet long “line” cut etween two canons on
Mormon Mesa in Nevada; Holt’s concrete un Tunnels, through each of which the sun appears differentl
according to the season; De Maria’s The Lightning Field in New Mexico; and mithson’s piral Jett, uilt on
the Great alt Lake in Utah. A eautiful triute to a great moment in art.
The titular troulemakers are the New York

/ On est vivants
Carmen Castillo, France/elgium, 2015, DCP, 100m
French, panish, and Portuguese with nglish sutitles
What comprises political engagement in 2015? Is it still possile to influence the course of events in this
world? These are the questions posed  the great Chilean filmmaker Carmen Castillo (her Calle anta Fe
was a selection of the 2007 NYFF) in this new documentar essa. Castillo, herself a one-time MIR militant
expelled from Chile  the Pinochet regime, structures her film in dialogue with the writings of her late
friend Daniel ensaïd, organizer of the Paris student revolts in Ma ’68 and France’s leading Trotskite
philosopher. In urope and Latin America, Castillo finds the ones who have resisted, from the masked
Zapatistas of Chiapas in Mexico to the Water Warriors of Cochaama in olivia, from the Landless Workers
We Are Alive

movement in razil to the striking workers at the Donges refiner in western France to the homeless

.

.

squatters of Marseille A mournful premise las the groundwork for a radiantl hopeful film North American
Premiere

The Witness

, 2015, UA, DCP, 86m
,
,
,
,
,
,
a man named Winston Mosele. On March 27, at the urging of Metro editor A.M. Rosenthal, The New York
James olomon

,

On March 13 1964 in Kew Gardens Queens Kitt Genovese was staed raped roed and left to die 

Times pulished an investigative report asserting that 38 eewitnesses saw the attack and retreated to their

,

.

’

:

apartments and the case quickl ecame a smol of uran apath Genovese s famil lost her twice once

,

,

,

to a murderer and once more to legend a legend that would e questioned dismantled and discredited 40

.

’

,

,

ears later in the ver paper that had created it James olomon s quiet concentrated and devastating film

’

,

’

,

closel follows the efforts of Genovese s rother ill 16 at the time of Kitt s death to track down the

,

,

,

,

people who knew her loved her and tried to help her to arrange a possile meeting with her killer and to

.

recover the presence of his eloved sister World Premiere
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